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The purpose of this note is to answer some questions concerning the follow- 
ing problem: 
Let I be a twosided projective ideal of a ring R. Let R* = R/I. Then any 
R*-module iz is an R-module and d,A < d,*A + 1. When do we have 
equality ? 
First we recall that a proof of the fact that d,A < d,t.4 + 1 (cf. for 
example [5], Theorem 5.2) makes it clear that if equality holds when d,*A< 1 
then equality holds whenever d,*A < a3. (In this case, however, it is still 
possible to have d,*A = co and d,A < co. For example, R = 2, I = 42, 
A = 2, .) This will be precisely our method of proof, hence we shall not 
consider the case where d,aA = CD. 
The dimension d,A will always refer to the left homological dimension: 
i.e. the minimum length of a left projective resolution of A. Thus d,iz = 0 
if and only if A is a nonzero projective. dRO x --c/3. All rings have identity. 
We shall make use of the following lemma: 
LEMMA. If M is a left jut R-module and I C R is a right ideal, then the 
action p : I (2~~ M-+ IM is an isomorphism. 
Proof. To show that p is a monomorphism, tensor the inclusion It-t R 
with M which is left flat yielding the inclusion I OR MC-+ R OR M. Com- 
posing with the isomorphism R OR M NM yields I @a MC+ M with 
image IM by definition. 
COROLLARY. I f  I # I2 is a proper twosided ideal of R then R/I is not 
(right or left) R-jlat. 
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1’1wof. I f  I?;1 is left flat then 1 <I H R:I - I * lZ;I --- 0. I<ut 1 @,K &‘I 0 
implies I I?. (Similarly for right flat.) 
In the following, we use tlic word hiprojective to mean projective in the 
category of tw-:~sided modules. Hence .lI is a hiprojcctive R-module if and 
only if it is a bidircct suniniand cjf il bifree module I;‘; i.e., thcrc csisi maps 
f : .\I ,/; and g : I’ -F .\I of R Pi modules such that J$ - 1 ,++, whcrc 
P - Z’R as I? ZZ modules. 
be an R-resolution of iI. Then using the Lemma and the right flatness of I u-e 
have 
’ t 0 f  III f  IZf ---P I ‘j..,R . ,I A0 
is exact 80 I <2;R ,,I - IF,:IIl. 
Also observe that 
o-tr~~li;-~l~~:I~--~,~~ to 
is an R”-exact sequence. Since dR-, I 5; I :md since F;‘IF is R-projcctivc, 
ZZ;IF is H*-projective. Thus 0 t II’:IlI t tl:III --t 11;IF -+ 0 splits hence 
1 +dK A ‘v IF/Ill is Rx-projective. 
&Xv choose K - ,LX a bifree module with I’ a hidirect summand. Then 
since !i is a bidirect summand of f’ /?iR I WC have il N li <<K 11 a bidirect 
summand of (I’ p>R I) :x:R -1 - I’ C-C:~ (I c<:R 21) a bidirect summand of 
IL <<,:R(I c;;;i;R ~1) ‘v Z’R ~jj“~(I i_:, T!) Y SZ c;.;:~ A which is Rr-projective. 
‘I’hus :I is Rx-projective anti cl,.d 0. Thus the theorem is proved. 
(Observe that the usually bothersome case of r1 0 is taken cart of hy 
the convention that d,O -rc‘.) 
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For R commutative and I C R a projective ideal recall that I, N 0 or 
RJL (cf. [d]) for every maximal ideal .,&? CR. We say that I has rank 1 if for 
every maximal ideal J&‘, I,, ‘v RW(i . I f  I is a finitely generated rank 1 pro- 
jective, then I @ Hom(I, R) ‘v R: since I is finitely generated 
I-IomK RN = Hom(ll , R,) ‘v R, so the evaluation map 
I @J Hom(I, R) + R 
is locally an isomorphism at every maximal ideal A, hence is an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY. If 
1) I = (x) with x E R a central nonzeYo divisor 
OY 2) I is a Jinitely generated rank 1 projective, R commutative 
OY 3) I is invertible, R commutative 
then for every R* = R/I-module A with d,,*4 < CD, d,A = d,J + 1. 
Proof. Using the theorem; for 1) let I’ = R; for 2) let I’ =. Hom(I, R) 
and 3) is a special case of 2) (or in 3) let I’ = 1-l). 
\Ve observe that 1) is Theorem 5.3 and 3) is conjecture 1, p. 39 of [5]. As 
remarked in the preface of [5], U. J ensen has proved 3) in the case of R an 
integral domain (unpublished) (see Note added in proof). 
Hourbaki ([2], p. 179, Exercise 12) gives an example of a finitely generated 
rank 1 projective which is not invertible so 2) is strictly stronger than 3) 
above 
For finitely generated projective ideals in a commutative ring, faithful is 
equivalent to rank 1 (cf. [I], Proposition 15.1). I f  I is a finitely generated 
projective ideal which is not faithful, then 0 # / = AnnRI is projective as 
an R-module and hence as an R/I-module, thus dR*J = dRJ = 0. Thus 
2) takes care of the case R commutative, I finitely generated completely. 
\Vhat about I infinitely generated? A reasonable guess is that faithful is 
&Kent. VV:e observe the following counter-example. 
Example. Let S = (f : I+ W continuous} where I is the unit interval 
[0, I] and [wl the real line. Let J = {f~ S/ there exists an E > 0 andf[O, 61 = 01. 
Then J is projective: let 
0 0 ,< t < l/(n + 1) 
n(n + 1) (t - ,ti,, & < t < f  
1 l/n<t<l 
Let gn = (fn+l -fn)1/2, go = (fl)““. Then CL, gi2 = fn+l , gi E J. 
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Define 8 : xz,, S -+ J by B(a, , a, ,... ) = xF?o a,g, . Given h E J observe 
that for some N, hfn = h for all n > N, hence hgn = 0 for almost all n. So we 
can define v  : J+CEO S by v(h) = (hgo, hgl ,...). Then 
t+(h) = C& hg,2 = C;=,, hgi2 = h C&g: = hf,,, = h 
for n sufliciently large. Thus J is projective. / is clearly faithful. 
Let S* z S/J, the ring of germs at 0. Let o( E S be given by a(t) = t, t E I; 
A = (a). Let M = S/A. A2 # A so by the Corollary to the Lemma, dsM = 1. 
Observe that J C A and 01 is a nonzero divisor of S*. Thus 
M = S/A ru S*/(A/ J) N P/c&” so d,+M = 1. Thus dsM = d,.M = 1. 
What happens here is that J is faithful but not rank 1: let 
d& ={fESlf(t) =oj 
be the maximal ideals 0 < t < 1. Then it is easy to see that 
Thus a reasonable guess would be the following 
Conjecture: Let R be commutative, I C R a projective ideal. Then I has rank 1 
if and only if for every R * = R/I-module A with d,.A < co, 
d,A = d&Z + 1. 
It is curious that although in the above example we cannot deduce d,M 
from d,*M < co, we do have the following: d,M = d,&’ + E for E = 0,l 
for all S*-modules M (e.g., d,*M = cc implies dsM = co). This is so 
because S* is a flat S-module, hence if 
o-+x,+ .--bxo-+M+O 
is an S-resolution of M, then 
03s*~SX~-f”~~S*~~XO~S*~~M-t0 
is an S*-resolution of S* OS MN A!?. Thus we have 
dseM < d,M < ds,M + 1 
or d,M = ds*M + E, E = 0,l. To see that S* is flat, we localize and observe 
that 
so that Ssk, is Ss$-flat for all t. Then using e.g. Exercise 11, p. 142 of [3] we 
get that S* is S-flat. 
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We close with the following amusing result: 
PROPOSITION. I’ 1 is a projective twosided proper ideal of Ii, thm Rjf is 
R-projective ;f and only ;f  J = {p E R[x]I p(0) E I} is R[x]-projective. 
Pvoqf. 0 - J + R[x] + R/I + 0 is exact. Applying the Corollary case 1) 
wc see that d Rrml/l = d,A + 1 for R-modules A. Thus J is R[x]-projective 
if and only if dRLzl R/Z = 1 which is true if and only if d,R!I = 0 which is , 
true if and only if RII is R-projective. 
Note added in proof. Jensen’s paper “Some Remarks on a Change of 
Rings Theorem” has appeared in Math. Zeitschr. 106 (1968), 395-401. 
In it he proves the main result holds for the case R commutative and I 
faithfully projective; i.e., I projective and Horn&, M) : : 0 if and only if 
M = 0. It is easy to see that faithfully projective is equivalent to rank 1 
projective for finitely generated ideals. (Moreover, I do not know of any 
infinitely generated rank 1 projectives.) Jensen also has a counter example 
(as we do) to extending the theorem to “faithful and projective,” but his 
requires the continuum hypothesis. Jensen also proves an interesting corollary 
to the theorem and shows similar results for injective dimension. 
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